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“To hell with circumstances,  
I create opportunities.”
- Bruce Lee

O ver the years Anna and myself have been blessed with the number of students that have taken the leap to train 
with us and our amazing team at InDefence. Ten years on I still feel it is an honour to have awesome people turn 

up night after night to learn what I believe to be one of the most essential life skills available, Self Defence.

It has always baffled me as to why these incredible people keep coming back and recently (ten years later) some of my 
fellow instructors have shed some light on this mystery.

Anna and I have been very specific in the way we have created our schools, trying to the best of our ability to make it 
affordable for all and ensuring that only instructors with a high level of ability are part of the team to make others safe.

Little did we know that it was what we hadn’t planned that would see our students become respected friends.

We see all types of people training with us. I can’t tell you who we are going to meet next because the one thing that all 
demographics have in common is conflict. Our schools underlying, unplanned code is that everyone is welcome.

That may seem strange to say that it is unplanned but in business when creating a concept, product or service the first 
thing you do is determine if there is a need for what you are providing.

The result… a target market, or a description/understanding of the type of person that is your perfect customer. Once 
this has been established a business would then create a marketing strategy around that specific ideology and advertise 
hard solely to that demographic (no-one else knows you exist).

We didn’t do that at all, (maybe to our businesses detriment a little) we decided that everyone needs these skills so we 
would train whoever walked through the doors.

At InDefence there is no religion, no race, no hierarchy (you won’t see grading patches on our instructors), no judgement. 
Our culture is simply inclusion. I completely understand that not everyone will enjoy our classes for various reasons but 
if you can take us for who we are, understand that we (Anna, Andrea, Richard, Katee, Dan, Stacey, Deon, Greg, George, 
Dave, Mell, Jimmy and I) are dedicated to providing the very best modern tactics and techniques we can find, then we 
will take you for you too.

Although hygiene and safety is our underpinning code of conduct, our culture of support and inclusion sets us apart. 
If you just want to hang out with supportive (sometimes a little quirky) group of people, learn life saving skills and be 
pushed physically and mentally then i’ll see you in training when ever you are ready.

Ash
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STUDENT OF THE MONTH
1.  What’s your occupation? 

Travel industry.

2. How long krav have you been doing Krav and why? 

9 months for both fitness and I have always enjoyed self defence/martial arts

3. Any motivational advice? 

The bigger the challenge the bigger the reward.

4. One interesting fact about you no one knows. 

I enjoy traveling as much as I can to go on surf trips in weird and wonderful locations

DO YOU HAVE A STORY  
TO SHARE?
If  you  would  like  to  write  an  article  about  anything, give  advice  (maybe  you  

have  a  trade  that  you  can  provide  practical  advice  on), you  have  an  awesome  

joke  (even  Dad  jokes  are  allowed!),  or  whatever,  then please email us as we would 

love for you to be a part of our monthly magazine!

KEY DATES

INDEFENCE

Meet  
Andrew A

School Holidays 

Sunday 17th September - Monday 2 October

Tuesday 3rd October 

Brisbane Kids Classes restart for Term 4

Saturday 7th October 

Gold Coast Kids & Womens Krav Maga and Kids and Adults BJJ Classe restart 

for Term 4

ALL OUR GOLD COAST AND BRISBANE REGULAR MIXED ADULTS 

CLASSES ARE RUNNING RIGHT THROUGH THE SCHOOL HOLIDAY 

BREAK UNTIL THE END OF THE YEAR - SEE YOU THERE!

Sunday 29th October 

The Law & Use of Force Workshop 

Conversation Management Workshop

Success consists  
of going from 
failure to failure 
without loss of 
enthusiasm. 
- Winston Churchill
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INDEFENCE INSTRUCTOR TEAM

INTRODUCING 
DAVID STAPLES

I have been training in Krav Maga since 2003, first through 

IKMF and then through Tactical Krav Maga. In 2012, I found 

InDefence through the Brisbane school and immediately knew 

I had found the Krav school that suited me. Not only was there a 

realistic practical focus, but the community itself was supportive and 

devoid of ego (which let’s face it, can creep into some schools). The 

instructors were passionate and there was always plenty of fun to 

be had at training. As life tends to go, I did have to take some time 

off due to an injury and so I could finish uni, however I knew I would 

be back and was glad when I did. Coming back to training, I found 

the culture of the school to have continued. There were a few faces 

I recognised (some of these had become instructors themselves!) 

and many new ones, but it was still the same supportive and friendly 

culture that I remembered. Definitely made the hour and a bit drive 

down from work on training nights much easier.

You may ask why I chose Krav Maga over other styles of self-

defence? It was the practical side that attracted me originally as my 

career choices tended to need a level of conflict management skills 

outside of the norm. In my working life, I have worked in the military, 

security industry (Australia and overseas). For the past 6 years I have 

worked in law enforcement, 4 of those years having been in the 

Emergency Response Group and as a use of force instructor. I did 

also spend a few years running a fitness business which I loved but 

had to give up due to university and other work commitments.

Through these various jobs and roles, I was lucky to meet and 

interact with a whole variety of different people and cultures. I was 

also put in situations where it was essential that I either reduced the 

likelihood of a violent confrontation or stepped in to take control 

when the situation had escalated to that point. This is where Krav 

Maga came in handy. This quick, easy to learn and action system 

has helped keep me and my teammates safe in countless situations 

of various levels of conflict. I’ve even had times where, like recently, 

I learnt a technique at a Krav class and then the next day had the 

opportunity to use it on an aggressor! Says a lot about the system 

and gives me a lot of confidence in the level of training.

As I said earlier, I am now an Instructor with InDefence and Krav 

Maga Global. I finished the GIC (General Instructors Course) over two 

parts this year. The first 12 days on the sunny Gold Coast in April, 

with the second part being 12 days in July in freezing Melbourne 

(I define freezing as having to wear a jumper and jacket to the 

morning training sessions just to stay warm!). I really did love this 

immersion into Krav and made some lifelong friends.

I’m hoping that I can continue the positive and supportive culture 

that Ash, Anna, the InDefence instructor team and the members 

themselves have created over the years. 

By helping people to increase their odds of survival, 
protect their loved ones, meet challenges and 
conquer goals, all whilst having a good time and 
enjoying each-others company I can see the club 
growing and attracting the right people.

For those I haven’t met in person, I look forward to meeting you and 

for those that I’ve been lucky enough to train with over the years… 

KIDAH!

AS ONE OF THE NEWEST MEMBERS OF THE INDEFENCE INSTRUCTOR TEAM I THOUGHT THIS WOULD BE A 
GOOD OPPORTUNITY TO INTRODUCE MYSELF TO THE WIDER INDEFENCE COMMUNITY.
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NEW 
DAD IN 
TRAINING
I f you’ve recently had a baby, or have had 

family or work commitments interrupt 

your fitness regiment, then this little slice 

of my life might be for you.

It’s been six weeks since my partner, Kirsty, 

had our beautiful little baby girl Henley. 

For those of you who are parents you’ll 

empathise with the lack of sleep and break 

in pre-baby routine. Before the birth I was 

convinced I’d be back training Krav Maga at 

least two to three days a week and teaching 

Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ) every Saturday. All 

the parents reading this article are now 

chuckling in amusement, “Silly newbie 

father, you have no idea”.

Six weeks in I finally get it. My life now, and 

for the next twenty years, revolves around 

my daughter. After getting a maximum four, 

interrupted, hours of sleep per night (mum 

gets much less), working a full-time job, and 

then getting home doing the responsible 

‘dad thing’ giving Henley’s mum some rest, I 

was exhausted. Something had to give.

I made the decision to temporarily cut back 

to one day a week of Krav Maga, while still 

teaching adult and kids BJJ every Saturday 

morning. I’m sure there are those of you 

with enough discipline to push through 

and keep up your training regiment. But 

this 44 year old, new father, decided to 

focus less on ‘shaping his adonis body’ and 

‘fending off multiple attackers’ for some rest 

and bonding time with the new bub and 

her mum.

That being said I’m not passively sitting 

at home eating serving after serving of 

delicious Vanilla Bean Rice Pudding from 

Aldi. Well, maybe I went through a carb 

loading, sugar binging period (And the 

fact I’m eating a cup of rice pudding right 

now does not make the next sentence 

irrelevant).

What I have being doing is short workouts 

between holding the baby, changing 

nappies, and Henley’s favourite, bath time. 

A combination of five minute 
planking sessions, yoga-ish 
stretching, and Krav based 
scenario visualisations have kept  
me from going stir crazy and 
becoming a fat oaf.

The support of the Krav instructors, and 

fellow training partners, have also played 

a big part in my post-baby-birth mindset. 

With two kids of their own, InDefence 

owners, Ash and Anna Gard get it. Offering 

words of encouragement, hilarious stories 

of their own, and parenting survival tips. 

This support is why I guarantee I’ll be back, 

training harder and more often.

So, if you’re feeling guilty about taking some 

time for you family or yourself to refresh 

or catch up, don’t. But, if you’re sitting on 

the couch, double fisting Vanilla Bean Rice 

Pudding with plenty of time on your hands, 

thinking “Should I go back to train?”, the 

answer is a resounding “Yes!”. Your friends at 

Krav Maga and BJJ will welcome you back 

with open arms, and probably have a few 

familiar stories to share with you as well.

James ‘Jimmy’ Donison is a Black Belt 

instructor in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, and Krav 

Maga practitioner. His love of Vanilla Bean 

Rice Pudding is in no way an endorsement 

of Aldi. Stay healthy, stay safe.
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THE LAW AND  
THE USE OF FORCE
DON’T GO TO JAIL BECAUSE YOU HAVE SKILLS WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE

I magine going to jail for doing what you thought was right!!! Your 

perception is your reality. What I mean by that is if you believe under 

certain circumstances you can do a particular action then you will 

under those circumstances conduct that action.

But what if your belief is wrong? What if your 
understanding is close but not correct? Well then 
the reality (not your reality) is you are going to jail.

I have participated in martial arts for over 30 years, worked in the 

security industry for 20 years and over that time I have been given 

some really misguided opinions/advice that I took as gospel from 

people that in hindsight didn’t know enough but I trusted because 

of the position (Trainer, instructor, teacher etc). It wasn’t until I 

became a member of the Military Police that I realised that my 

beliefs about my right to self defence and the use of force proved 

to be wrong. By wrong I mean not quite right and that small seemly 

minor difference between what I thought and what actually is would 

have landed me with an assault conviction and destroyed my career.

If you are a martial artist or work in an industry that justifies physical 

intervention and the use of force, chances are you have spent a lot 

of time and money acquiring awesome skills that make you operate 

confidently in your workplace or life in general. As a trainer and 

expert provider of defensive tactics, allow me to impart some of my 

experience for your welfare with this free advice. Don’t throw away 

your life or lose your home because you have amazing skills but in 

your time of need be let down by misunderstanding your right to 

self defence.

Get the knowledge and be safe.

This workshop is non-physical and is open to everyone, regardless 

of whether you have been to our classes or not. We look forward to 

seeing you there!

When: Sunday 29 October 2017 

Time: 10:30am – 12:30am 

Where: Robina Community Centre, 196 Robina Town Centre Drive, 

Robina (across the road from Robina Library)

Cost: 

• $55 KMG Non-Member 

• $50 KMG Member 

• $100 For both The Law and Conversation Management Workshops  

 (KMG Member) 

• $110 For both The Law and Conversation Management Workshops 

 (Non-KMG Member)

Family Discount: Bring a family member along and receive 20% off 

the above rates.

Please contact us for the details.

Please click here to book your place (numbers are very limited - 

unfortunately we cannot hold spots for this).
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CONVERSATION 
MANAGEMENT
KNOW WHAT TO SAY AND HOW TO SAY IT.

YOUR WORDS CAN START FIGHTS!!

Difference of opinion and embarrassment are two of the likely 

reasons a conversation turns violent. Although ambush type attacks 

do happen, usually most cases start from a face to face conversation 

called, in the personal safety industry, an interview.

The vast majority of social and workplace related 
acts of violence are the result of two people 
mirroring each others actions and emotions 
causing an attitude and behaviour change that 
quickly escalates to frightening situations.

Conversation management is the ability to prevent the majority of 

situations escalating through the use of proven tools established in 

the law enforcement industry under extremely stressful conditions. 

Like a tool belt used by a builder who chooses a hammer to hit in a 

nail, or a tape measure to record distance.

An effective conversation manager is also an effective leader. A 

leader has the ability to persuade and influence others to achieve 

their goals. Conversation Management provides “go to” options that 

help you control the conversation. Being the bearer of bad news is 

always going to make the recipient irritated and more aggressive. 

The real skill in conversation management is to deliver bad news 

while looking like the good guy or girl.

This short course offers an introduction to the tools and strategies 

used by law enforcement agencies globally to reduce conflict and 

create peaceful resolution.

This workshop is non-physical and is open to everyone, regardless 

of whether you have been to our classes or not. We look forward to 

seeing you there!

When: Sunday 29 October 2017 

Time: 1pm – 4pm 

Where: Robina Community Centre, 196 Robina Town Centre Drive, 

Robina (across the road from Robina Library)

Cost: 

• $75 KMG Non-Member 

• $70 KMG Member 

• $100 For both The Law and Conversation Management Workshops  

 (KMG Member) 

• $110 For both The Law and Conversation Management Workshops 

 (Non-KMG Member)

Family Discount: Bring a family member along and receive  

20% off the above rates.

Please contact us for the details. 

Please click here to book your place (numbers are very limited - 

unfortunately we cannot hold spots for this).
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DELICIOUS HEALTHY RECIPES FOR 
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY TO ENJOY

EAT ME!!
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Bio for Daniel Lazaroo

I started my apprenticeship at the Raffles Hotel Singapore 

and moved on to work at hotels and restaurants around the 

country and in Malaysia to expand my knowledge. 

I did compulsory military service for 3 years and then moved 

to Sydney Australia in 2003.   Since then I have worked my way 

up  in the industry winning several culinary competitions, being 

featured in food and restaurant reviews and secured 2nd place 

for Peppers Resorts achieving  best dining on the Gold Coast 

when I was The Executive Chef for one of their Hotels. 

Now I am the Group Executive Chef for the Little Pub Group that 

owns 4 Hotels but I am still a cook at heart, and a bootstrapped 

entrepreneur who is passionate about what I do,  Life and KRAV 

MAGA of course.  Thanks to Anna & Ash

You can follow me on Instagram  #putit _inyour_mouth

INGREDIENTS 

• Medium zucchini: x 1 Each

• Fresh corn cleaned and cut off the  

 cob: x 2 Each

• Whole eggs, lightly beaten: x 2 Each

• Almond meal: x ½ Cup

• Fresh chives, finely Diced x ½ Bunch

• Ricotta or Danish Feta Cheese: x ½ Cup

• Sea Salt: x ½ Teaspoon

• Freshly ground Black Pepper  

 x ½ Teaspoon ( or can be grinded just  

 before eating)

• Canola oil: x 3-4 Tablespoons for  

 pan frying

• Lemon wedges: Optional

• While Eggs: 1-2 Per serve  

 ( For the Poached Egg)

• Asparagus: 1 Bunch 

 ( Optional Stems trimmed)

Corn Cheese and Zucchini Fritter with Poached Egg 
A great way to get vege’s in you first thing in the morning or just a light lunch. Serves 2-3 People.

METHOD

• Trim the ends off the zucchini and grate using a box grater’s medium-sized grates. Scoop the grated 
zucchini onto a couple of clean, dry paper towels or a CHUX cloth, then gather up the edges of the 
paper towel to form a ball. Squeeze the ball of zucchini gently over the sink to remove as much 
moisture as you can.

• Open the towel and gently dump the zucchini into a large bowl. Add the corn, eggs, almond meal, 
chives, cheese of choice, salt and pepper and mix thoroughly with your hands or a rubber spatula to 
combine well.

• Heat a heavy bottomed, fry pan over medium heat. Pour oil into pan so that a thin layer of oil covers 
the entire bottom. Continue to heat the pan until the oil is shimmering, then add scoops (about ½ 
cup) of zucchini batter to the oil flatten out like a mini pancake/ piklets. Do not crowd the pan try 
cooking maybe 4 at a time depending on the size of pan you guys use.

• Fry on one side for about 2-4 minutes, then flip and fry the other side for another 2-4 minutes. 
Remove from heat with the zucchini fritters are firm to the touch and golden brown and transfer to a 
paper-towel lined plate.

• Continue frying in batches until all of the batter is gone. You can Keep them warn in your oven at a 
temperature of around 85-90 Degrees. While you start on the poached eggs

• Meanwhile over a medium heat bring about 400Mls of water gently to the boil in a saucepan with 2 
Tablespoons of white vinegar in the water. As you start to see tiny air bubbles starting to form from 
the bottom of the saucepan give this about another minute and as the water is just at its stage of 
coming to the boil, turn down the flame to low and crack your egg in to make your poached egg. 
Once the egg white hardens around 1.5-2 Mins, you using a slotted spoon scoop the egg out let it 
drip dry for a few seconds and you can place this over the zucchini Fritter. Using the same water, you 
can blanch the Asparagus and serve this with your fritter too.

• This is great with some hollandaise sauce which you can get at the supermarkets or a nice tomato 
relish and some fresh grinded pepper and a drizzle of extra virgin olive oil.

MEET THE CHEF
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CRIME NEWS
MAN KILLED IN BRISBANE 
CRASH AFTERNEARBY 
STABBING
Jack McKay, The Courier-Mail   

August 14, 2017 11:57am

Police at the scene of the stabbing. Picture: Jack McKay

The tradie and the woman fought on the side of the road. Picture: Channel 7 

DASHCAM footage has once again captured an ugly scene on Australian roads, this time 

confronting footage of a tradie and a female driver punching each other.

DASHCAM FOOTAGE SHOWS TRADIE AND 
FEMALE DRIVER EXCHANGE PUNCHES
AUGUST 9, 201712:58PM News.com.au

A MAN who repeatedly stabbed a Brisbane mother 

and knifed her teenage son when he tried to stop the 

attack is dead after slamming his car into a parked 

truck after fleeing the scene.

Police said a 46-year-old man entered a home on 

Collina Cr at Forest Lake about 3.30am, where he 

stabbed a 37-year-old woman with a knife.

“An 18-year-old man who attempted to prevent the 

attack was also stabbed multiple times in the arms 

and hands,” police said of her son. His mother suffered 

critical injuries to her upper body. Both are in the PA 

Hospital in a stable condition. Police said at least two 

other children, two aged under 10, were home at the 

time. “It’s confronting for the children, confronting for 

the emergency service responders that came here as 

well,” he said.

Moments after the stabbing, the attacker was killed 

in a crash on Formation St at Wacol about 3.50am. It 

is understood the vehicle he was driving crashed into 

a parked semi-trailer. He was declared dead at the 

scene. 

“We have identified the person who did the stabbing 

and that man has been involved in a fatal crash,” 

Inspector Steve Flori said this morning. He said the 

man had once been in a relationship with the woman.

The latest incident happened in Caroline Springs,  Melbourne, on Monday at a busy 
intersection and appeared to begin when the female driver prevented the tradie 
from entering a right-turning lane.

The tradie was towing a trailer and had just moved partly across the intersection, 
reported 7 News, which broadcast the footage.

It showed the man blaring his horn at the woman, before they both got out of the 
vehicle and began to fight.

A man who was in a vehicle behind intervened as the punches were thrown. The 
two could also be seen pushing and shoving each other.

The man who tried to intervene told 7 News the scene was “absolutely disgusting”.

The woman and witnesses to the incident have been interviewed by police, but 
officers are still trying to identify the tradie.

It follows an incident last month on the Central Coast where a man was filmed 
punching a woman in the face in a road rage incident.

The man in that incident was charged with assault while the woman he allegedly 
assaulted, Bianca Sams, 22, was charged with malicious damage, being armed with 
intent to commit an indictable offence and intentionally throwing an object at a 
moving vehicle. She was also charged for having part of her body outside the car 
window and for not wearing a seatbelt.

Sams and the man were travelling in separate cars along the Pacific Highway in 
Lake Munmorah when the incident occurred at an intersection.

Video of fight:  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4771532/Shocking-moment-woman-
tradie-punchother.html#v-144447266029979410
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CRIME NEWS
MAN ARRESTED AFTER WOMAN WAS ALLEGEDLY ABDUCTED FOR 24 HOURS
AUGUST 9, 20178:11AM news.com.au

ROBERT HUDSON JAILED FOR FATALLY STABBING BROTHER IN NECK
By court reporter Candice Prosser, ABC   l   Updated yesterday at 2:05pm   l   Mon 14 Aug 2017, 2:05pm

Queensland police will extradite the man from northern NSW, alleging he kidnapped a 
22-year-old woman from Brisbane’s south on Monday.

Nine News reports she answered her front door about 5pm and she told police she was 
taken into the man’s car and was held against her will for 24 hours. She told police she 
was driven to several locations, assaulted and threatened with further violence by the 
50- year-old man.

Nine News reports police were taking the abduction very seriously, as the woman had 
left a voicemail on her boyfriend’s phone. A male voice can be heard in the background 
while the woman is in obvious distress.

She reappeared at the family home yesterday afternoon — shaken up, with injuries to 
her neck. Police launched a large scale manhunt, and found the alleged offender after he 
had crossed the border from Queensland to NSW. He was arrested in Grafton on Tuesday. 
The man will face Brisbane Magistrates Court on Wednesday. 

A South Australian man who attacked his partner 
and then killed his brother when he intervened 
has been sentenced to seven and a half years in 
jail for manslaughter.

Robert Leslie Hudson, 35, was originally 
charged with murder but was acquitted of that 
offence and found guilty of the lesser charge of 
manslaughter.

The Supreme Court heard Hudson had anger 
management and alcohol dependency issues 
and was described by his partner as being “the 
nicest, most genuine person” when sober, but 
prone to violence and aggression when drunk. In 
February 2016, Hudson had been drinking with 
his half-brother Nokoma Hudson and a friend 
when he became aggressive towards his partner.

The court heard Hudson called his partner a 
“bitch”, pushed her, poked her in the face, held her 
in a headlock and threw her to the floor before 
his brother came in and told him to “stop it”.

Hudson grabbed a knife from the kitchen and his 
brother then yelled “come on, stab me, f***ing 
stab me you little bitch”.

The court was told Hudson then began “howling” 
in the corner before a volatile argument broke 
out, in which Hudson continued to hold the knife 
and his brother threw a box of bike parts at him 

and whipped him with a pole.

Hudson said his brother lunged at him and after 
the struggle he noticed his brother holding his 
neck saying “you just killed me”.

The court heard Hudson then cradled his brother 
as he lay dying, crying and apologising, saying he 
loved him.

Family ‘is all broken now’ Justice Anne Bampton 
said the “horrific events” resulted in a senseless 
and tragic death.

“I have no doubt you are wracked with remorse 
about destroying the life of the brother you 
loved,” she said.

Justice Bampton said it was important to send 
a message to Hudson and others that domestic 
violence and the use of weapons like knives in 
volatile situations would not be tolerated.

“Whilst you did not intend to cause Nokoma’s 
death you committed an unlawful and 
dangerous act, having introduced and [then] 
kept hold of that knife in circumstances of high 
volatility.”

“I also have no doubt that you are acutely aware 
that whilst you are loved by your mother, your 
partner, your children and your siblings this 
tragedy has scarred and perilously challenged 
your familial relationships.

“It is hoped that this is a turning point for you and 
you will engage in rehabilitation programs whilst 
in custody and once you are released on parole, 
so that you can safely and confidently reintegrate 
into your family and the community.”

Justice Bampton sentenced Hudson to seven 
and a half years in jail with a non-parole period of 
six years. “Nokoma’s senseless death has tragically 
penetrated the lives of his partner, his daughter, 
your mother and your siblings,” she said.

She said Hudson’s partner and two children 
would “have to try and make sense of their lives 
against the horrific events of the night Nokoma 
was killed”.

Outside court, Nokoma Hudson’s partner said 
Robert Hudson was a “coward” and there was no 
justice.

The men’s mother, Sharon Lemon, cried as she 
left court.

“My family is all broken now, it’s not the same,” she 
said. “There’s no winner out of it and no justice.”

Ms Lemon previously told the court through 
a victim impact statement that she felt “sad, 
empty and cold” and “dead inside” and felt deep 
heartache because she loved both her sons 
“more than life itself”.

Woman allegedly abducted in terrifying ordeal. Picture: Channel NineA MAN 
has been arrested after allegedly abducting a woman in a horror 24-hour 
ordeal.
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NAME  

LEO JURRY

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE?

Project Consultant/Manager (IT)

HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU BEEN WORKING IN THIS 

INDUSTRY?

Over 12 years.. too long - sounds like I need a change, I think I do :-)

WHAT 3 WORDS DESCRIBE WHAT YOU DO?

Lead (the team). Motivate (the team). Realise (project objective).

WHAT DOES YOUR WORK ENTAIL?

In summary, I manage a team of technical and non-technical 

people to implement technology solutions required by the 

organisation.

WHAT IS A TYPICAL WORK WEEK LIKE?

Up and down. Some days are quite. However like any projects, 

when the work doesn’t go as per the plan and problems arise, I 

have to deal with the problems, manage to resolution to ensure 

that project outcome will still be achieved (on time - hopefully). 

When there is a very high priority issue, working around the clock 

to resolve is not uncommon.

HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THIS AREA?

I did a Bachelor of IT degree (QUT) and started working part time 

with a tier-1 Australian mining company as an IT Tech in Brisbane. 

My technical role changed a few times especially after outsourcing 

became common practice in the industry.

WHAT DO YOU LIKE/DISLIKE?

Working with the team to realise the project outcome. It is a great 

feeling when the technology solution is in Operational. 

Dislike? well.. basically I prefer constructive feedback than criticism 

and negative thinking.

WHO TRAINS AT 
INDEFENCE?

WHAT IS A COMMON MISCONCEPTION PEOPLE HAVE ABOUT 

WHAT YOU DO?

Some people think that technology implementation can be done 

instantly. May be depending on the situation. However behind the 

scene, there are lots of manage prior implementation such as post-

implementation support, risk, problems as well as (and this is very 

important) Change Management. Making a technology change is 

not too complex however changing the mindset of the people who 

use the technology can be very challenging.

DO YOU HAVE ANY INTERESTING STORIES THAT YOU CAN  

TELL US?

Enough said about what I do :-)

Interesting stories ? well.. I 

just want to share something 

with you as you might find it 

interesting. I was in Singapore 

a while ago and saw this note 

stuck in the lift of a hotel I was 

staying and I thought I should 

take a picture of it. Sounds like Krav to me :-) What do you think ?
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The Children are our Future! 
Train them well!

BE MINDFUL, BE SAFE: TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR SCHOOLS

Teachers do a fantastic job of supporting and preparing our young 

people for their journey through childhood and the transition into 

adulthood. We offer our assistance by providing a safety program 

that bridges the gap between the academic requirements of life 

and the reality that unfortunately violence exists and that bad 

things can happen to good people.

At InDefence we are passionate and qualified to educate young 

people so they are significantly less likely to become a victim of 

violence. We believe strongly that education is the key to ensure 

their safety through the ability to make sound educated decisions.

Programs

We offer both physical and non-physical training packages within 

our Be Mindful Be Safe program which is designed to prepare 

students to deal with conflict and give strategies to

significantly enhance their safety socially and within the school 

and the workplace.

We provide training at a very competitive price. If you would  

like more information on what we can offer, please email us at  

info@indefence.com.au

InDefence Krav Maga has made a significant contribution to our Leadership Programs.
Their mixture of physical movement, increasing leadership capacity and connection
between mind and body is highly effective.

We endorse In Defence Krav Maga whole heartily and believe they support any individual
to go from good to great.

Clint Curran

Head of School

Sports Super Centre | Runaway Bay Sport & Leadership Excellence Centre

The Sports Super Centre is an official training and accommodation venue for the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games (GC2018)

“

• Assisi Catholic College

• Aquinas College

• Saint Stephen’s College

• Silkwood Independent School

• Bremer State High School

• Northern Collegiate

• Robina State High School

• Wellington Point State High 
School

• Logan City Special School

• Helensvale State High School

• Shailer Park State High School

• Coombabah State High School

• Gumflat School

• Upper Coomera State College

• Haileybury College

• William Duncan State School

• Varsity College

• Southport State High School

• Mt Alvernia College

• Benowa State High School

We run training sessions for a number of schools including:
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THE FIGHTING TACTICS
WWII
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WWII THE FIGHTING TACTICS

CHAIR AND KNIFE

21NO.

Most lion tamers consider a small chair to be sufficient to keep a lion from attacking them. Should 
you be so fortunate to have a chair handy when your opponent is attacking you with a knife, seize 
the chair as in Fig. 72. Rush at him, jabbing one or more of the legs of the chair as in Fig. 72. Rush 
at him, jabbing one or more of the legs of the chair into his body. The odds in favor of your over-
powering your opponent are roughly three to one, and well worth taking (Fig. 73).
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A hostage’s life is being threatened. 
Your position relative to the 
assailant’s allows you to burst 
towards the gunman, diagonally  
from the rear.

Deflect and redirect the gun’s line of 
fire, and grab it with your front (right) 
hand. At the same time, with your 
rear (left) hand, grasp and slightly pull 
the forearm (near the wrist) of the 
hand holding the gun. Using both 
hands, start applying a powerful 
leverage action on the gun and onto 
the assailant’s hand holding it.

Source:  HOW TO DEFEND YOURSELF AGAINST ARMED ASSAULT 
by Imi Lichtenfeld & Eyal Yanilov

Instantly rotate the gun towards 
the assailant, using the turning 
momentum and the power of your 
entire body.  This you do, while 
stepping with your rear (right) leg 
and turning towards the attacker. The 
barrel of the gun is sent under the 
assailant’s forearm in order to allow 
for an efficient disarming.

Finish disarming the gunman, and 
counterattack simultaneously by 
kicking or kneeing him in the groin. 
You can continue to counterattack 
while retreating, after the disarming 
stage. As the actions of the hostage 
cannot be foreseen, do not rely on 
him (or her) to make any particular 
move. In this case, the hostage starts 
to retreat.

Burst forward, sending both hands 
towards the gun and the assailant’s 
hand holding it. Your body stays 
behind.

3rd party protect vs gun threat from front

old school krav maga
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ADULTS: SATURDAY’S @ 8.30AM
KIDS: SATURDAY’S @ 9.45AM

BRAZILIAN 
JIU-JITSU

INDEFENCE

Visit InDefence.com.au  
for introductory prices
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FIGHTING FIT

WORKOUT OF  
THE MONTH
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Hi guys,

Winter is coming to an end soon, it’s time to start working on those beach bodies. Because  let’s admit it, apart 
from being fit we all want to look good as well. And what’s better better looking than some solid abs?

What you may not realise though is that strong abs (and core muscles) will make you a better Kravist as well. 
How-you may ask? The answer lies in the way we generate power when we strike. As you know we don’t 
rely simply on our muscles but put our body weight behind our strikes as well. We build power up from the 
ground and this method requires a strong connection between the legs and the torso. That’s where your core 
comes into play.

There are of course numerous other ways where a good core and strong abs improve your play including 
increased stability and balance or the ability to absorb body shots.

There is a saying that if done properly every exercise is a core workout, e.g. variations of heavy squats are 
some of the best core workouts because it’s impossible to lift heavy weights without engaging your core. 
Same stands for deadlifts. We can also look at push ups as planks since your body should be dead straight 
throughout the exercise.

So, here’s a little core workout you can do at home by yourself. It takes about 20-30 mins. Try to take as little 
breaks between the exercises as possible. Do it 3 times a week and reap the benefits

Exercise #1:
5 minute plank (no break)

(1 minute in push up position, 30 seconds 

on your elbows, 30-30 seconds keeping 

one leg at least horizontal in the air, 30-30 

seconds side planks, 30 seconds in push 

up position, 1 minute on your elbows)

If you find this too hard then take 10/5 or 

20/10 seconds off the 1 minute and the 

30 second intervals respectively and work 

on it until you can do the whole 5 minutes 

with no breaks.

Exercise #2
8*30 seconds of hollow body  
holds (no break)

Exercise #3
4*the maximum number of push ups you can do 30 
seconds rest between sets.

Remember to keep a good form 

and not to let your body sag. 

Your chest should touch the 

ground every rep. If you can only 

do let’s say 5 push ups that’s fine 

as long as your form is good.

WARM UP:     •  5 minutes of skipping          •  circle your joints          •  do some stretching

 by Dan Regele, Instructor.
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WHERE CAN I 

TRAIN?
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TRAINING IN BRISBANE

TRAINING ON THE GOLD COAST

Gold Coast Adult Mixed Classes
When: Mondays & Wednesdays

Time: 4:30pm or 7pm

Where: Robina Community Centre, 

San Antonio Court, Robina

Brisbane Adult Mixed Classes
When: Tuesdays & Thursdays

Time: 7:30pm

Where: Flipside Circus,  

117 Mina Parade, Newmarket

Brisbane Kids Classes
When: Tuesdays during school terms

Time: 3:45pm

Where: Somerset State School

Cnr Webster & Kitchener Rd, Stafford Heights

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Kids Classes
When: Saturdays during school terms

Time: 9:45am - 10:30am

Where: Merrimac State School,  

2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Gold Coast
When: Saturdays during school terms

Time: 8:30am

Where: Merrimac State School,  

2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Gold Coast Womens Classes
When: Saturdays during school terms

Time: 9:30am

Where: Merrimac State School,  

2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Private Lessons
Please contact us to find a time and

location that suits you.

Gold Coast Kids Classes
When: Saturdays during school terms

Time: 8:30am 6-14 years 

Where: Merrimac State School,  

2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Private Lessons
Please contact us to find a time and

location that suits you.
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EQUIPMENT

Groin Guard

$35

KMG Shorts

$65

Mouth Guard

$20

KMG Pants

$65

Ultimate Krav Maga
Dvds 5 Set

$100

Blue InDefence T-shirts
Mens and Womens Sizes

x1 = $30  
 x2 = $50

Grey or Green Krav Maga  
Self Defence Solutions T-shirts

Mens and Womens Sizes

x1 = $20
x2 = $35
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INDEFENCE
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